2006 Honours Course Selection

Research courses
COSC2148  Research Methods
COSC2177  Computer Science Honours Research Project

Semester 1 electives
COSC2305       Algs for Efficient Data Eng
BIOL2254       Bioinformatics
COSC2110       Data Warehousing and Data Mining
ISYS1096       Distributed Databases
ISYS2378       Enterprise Architecture
COSC1171       Foundation Distributed Comp
COSC1164       Intelligent Agents & Agent Sys
COSC1167       Intelligent Web Systems
COSC2303       Mobile & Wireless Computing
ISYS1084       Object Oriented Software Design
INTE1071       Secure Electronic Commerce
INTE2402       Secure Programming Environment
ISYS2368       Systems Architecture  Feb
ISYS1081       Software Reuse  Feb
COSC2278       Web Services  Feb

Semester 2 electives
COSC1175       Adv Client/Server Architecture
COSC2307       Adv Topics in Bioinformatics
COSC2301       Computer & Internet Forensics
ISYS1073       Deductive & Object-Relation DB
COSC1207       Evolutionary Computing
COSC1169       Internet & Intranet Document Eng
COSC2296       Intro to Computational Biology
ISYS1079       Multimedia Info Retrieval
COSC1179       Network Programming
COSC2105       Network Security
COSC2274       Software Requirements Engineering
ISYS1087       Software Testing
COSC1183       Usability Engineering